
In addition to the constant pressure to reduce manufacturing costs and to get products to market faster, all of China's electronics 
manufacturers are facing requirements to meet more stringent environmental guidelines. It is in this setting that ACT International 
organizes the "Step by Step Technical Conference" to provide solutions for manufacturers who use surface mount technology on their 
factory floors.

The conference—actually a series of live, in-person conferences—are localized to meet the special needs of electronics 
manufacturers in the different cities and regions across China where they are held. To date, the SbSTC program has attracted more 
than 31,000+ participants.

ACT also hosts the "Step by Step Technical Online Seminars" program to provide specialized, practical technical information across 
all the nation's manufacturing locations. 

These two forms of information exchange continue to build a powerful face-to-face communication platform for SMT-equipment 
suppliers and users.

Since its inception, SbSTC has held more than 100 conferences and 
published over 1,200 papers.

Launched in 2012, SbSTC has hosted over 31,000 participants.

HIGHLY REGARDED MEETINGS FOR THE ELECTRONICS 
MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY ACROSS CHINA

THOUSANDS OF SMT ENGINEERS & 
MANAGEMENT-LEVEL DELEGATES

OFFICAL PUBLICATION - SMT CHINA
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Scale of SbSTC Conferences
According to themes, regions and scales of the conferences, 
SbSTC 2023 can be classified into Standard and Super SbSTC 
conferences. Super SbSTC will comprise of two tracks with more 
presentations and delegates, it may also hold a side track for senior 
level delegates, focus on hot topics for the industry.

TECHNICAL CONFERENCE

2023 Schedule & Locations

Thanks to our sponsors (partial)

Feb 23

*Subject to changes (updated Feb 3, 2023)

ChongQing

Mar 9 Shenzhen

Mar 30 Hangzhou

Apr 20 Changsha

May 11 Zhengzhou

May 25 Beijing

May 26 Xiamen

Jun 9 Qingdao

Jun 29 Suzhou

Jul 20 Dongguan

Aug 11 Wuhan

Aug 25 Hefei

Sep 15 Chengdu

Sep 21 Shanghai

Oct 19 Xi'an

Nov 2 Ningbo

Nov 24 Huizhou

  Conference
Types

Standard

Super

Est. Number 
of Delegates

150-180
engineers/managers

250-400
engineers/managers

Duration

(8:00-18:00)

Display
Tables

10-15+

20-30+

Papers

6-10

12-18
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Platinum sponsor
- 35 minutes presentation (best time slot, include 5 mins Q&A)
- Maximum 42 slides (in digital conference guide)
- Full page 4C ad or tech article (2-3 pages) in digital conference guide
- Display table for literature distribution
- Flyers to be inserted in delegate bags
- Complete list of valid delegates with contact details
- Logo on all promotion materials
- 8 free admission tickets

Gold sponsor
- 30 minutes presentation (preferrable time slot, include 5 mins Q&A)
- Maximum 36 slides (in digital conference guide)
- Full page 4C ad or tech article (2-3 pages) in digital conference guide
- Display table for literature distribution
- Flyers to be inserted in delegate bags
- Complete list of valid delegates with contact details
- Logo on all promotion materials
- 6 free admission tickets

Silver sponsor
- 25 minutes presentation (arrange by organizer, include 5 mins Q&A)
- Maximum 30 slides (in digital conference guide)
- Full page 4C ad or tech article (2-3 pages) in digital conference guide
- Complete list of valid delegates with contact details
- Logo on all promotion materials
- 4 free admission tickets

Tea/Coffee Breaks or Lunch sponsor (per day)
- Sponsoring company logo on tables
- Complete list of valid delegates with contact details
- Logo on all promotion materials
- 3 free admission tickets

TECHNICAL CONFERENCE

US$               US$

6,600   7,650

5,300   6,100 

4,690   5,620 

4,000   4,800 

3,500      3,830 

3,500   3,830 

3,500   3,830 

1,700   2,040

1,200   1,400

1,500      1,800

1,200   1,400

1,500   1,800

1,200   1,400

800         1,000  

2,000   2,500 

2,000   2,500

Standard Super
Sponsorship program (net)

Platinum

Gold

Silver, 1x

Silver, 2x

Silver, 3x

Tea/Coffee Breaks sponsor (two times per day)

Lunch sponsor

Display Table sponsor (2m x 1m)

Bottle of Water sponsor
(water and production cost not included)

Badge sponsor  
(200/400 pcs, production cost not included)

Lanyard sponsor 
(200/400 pcs, production cost not included)

Delegate Bags sponsor 
(200/400pcs, provided by sponsor)

Insert sponsor 
(200/400pcs, A4/4pages, provided by sponsor)

Ad in Conference Guide (Full Page 4 Color)

Arm sponsor (company logo in delegate arms)

Seat sponsor (sponsor logo in seat backs)
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